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ABSTRACT

The existence o f an active spreading centre i s indicated
by magnetic lineations i n the northwestern part o f the North
F i j i Basin. T h i s spreading centre, and another one perpendicular t o i t , demonstrate the complexity of the opening o f
t h i s basin. The age of the crust is a t l e a s t 4 million years.
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1WTRODUCTION

The North F i j i Basin appears geographically
It
t o be a part of the Pacific oceanic plzte.
forms a deep appendage of the l a t t e r i n t o the
margin of the Austral-India Plate. However, from
t h e existence of an ancient subduction i n the
Vitiar Trench (Pascal et al., 1978) on the northern side of the basin, and from exhmination of
its crustal characteristics (Chase, 1977), it has
been inferred that the North F i j i Basin i s n o t
part of the Pacific oceanic lithosphere, b u t forms
a minor plate of more recent origin (Dubois et al.

The dtstribution of earthquakes shows t h a t
the North Fidi Basin (Fig. 1) is located i n the
convergence zone between the Pacific and AustralIndia Plates. I t lies between tm, subduction zones
with o porlta and convergent polarities, t h e Tonga
zone Isacks e t al., 1969) t o the east, and the
New Hebrides zone (Dubois, 1969) t o the west.
These two subduction zones are linked to each
other by f a u l t zones, one of which, the Hunter
Fracture Zone (Sykes e t al., 1969), constitutes
the southern boundary oTTiië basin.
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Physiographic map of the Southwest Pacific

(isodepths : O,. 2,000, 6,000 metres).
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: directions of relative movements.

: Hazel Holme Fracture Zone.
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: study area (Fig. 3).
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The oceanic nature of the crust of the basin was
demonstrated by gravimetric and seismic refraction
surveys in the southern and central parts of the basin
(Sololon and Biehler, 1969; Shor
1971; Larue
et al.,
1982). An aermgnetic survey in these
southern and central parts (Cherkis, 1980) showed the
existence of a spreading centre stretching north-south
approxíwtely along the 170" 30'E meridian betwen
latitudes 21" S and 17" S, which has been active for
about the last 5 m.y. (Hai8hoff
1982).
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Ye used ten ragnctic a m l y profiles, or segments
of profiles, restricted to the north-western part of
the basin between the Vitiaz Trench and Hazel Holœ
fracture Zone, and whose directions form a m a x i m
angle of 45" with the north-south direction. Seven of
these profiles (HI6 1 to HI6 7) were carried out by
the Hawaii Institute of 6cophytics (Hslunen, 1939),
one (the Chain profile) by the Moods Hole
Oceanographic Institution (Luyeadyk
19741, one
(the Vitiaz profile) by the USSR Academy of Sciences
(Kurentsova and Shreyder, 19711, and the last (AUS
408)
by the Institut francais de Recherche
Scientifique pour le Dkeloppmnt en Coop&ation
(ORSTOIO and the Centre d'Etudes P6troIfires Marines
(CEPH) in 1976. A ntmber of additional profiles,
directed approximately east-wit, show feu variations,
or very long wave a ~ l i e s ,and thus, associated uitb
the profiles used here, confin the east-west
structurai trend of the crust in the area
Investigated; they have therefore Rot ken reproduced.
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On colparing the sequences of wgnetic anomalies
of these ten profiles, projected north-south, uith the
sequence of "alies prodwed by reversals of the
earth's Mgnetic field over the past 4 a y . , we are
able to identify some of the "alies recorded uith
those of a theoretical lodel we constructed. The
anoraiies thus identified are nlrbered on Fig. 2. They
fora lineations that are shown OR Figs 3 and 4.
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Fig. 2. Idontification of magnotic
anoialios from corparison rith 8
thoorrtical modei of a n r a l i o r duo
to rovorsalr of tho Earth's iagnotic
fi o l d.
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Roinrnt aagnetization :

liil

The magnetic a m l i e s provide evidence for the
presence .of an active spreading cmtre extending
approximately east-west at latitude 1P30'S betueen
longitudes 378" E and 172" E, and at IJOlS'S betueen
172"E and 173" W E . There m i d appear to be a
transform fault separating the spreading centre into
two portions. This discontinuity caa be sem on
profile HI6 4 between anolalict J and 2 on the
southern side. In the absence of further proff les, it
is not possible to determine .he eastwrd and westuad
extensions of this sprcrding centre.
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Hagnetic anomaly profiles and magnetic lineations in the
northwestern part of t h e North F i j i Basin.

previously known on the North Fiji Basin. The opening
of this basin must therefore have occurred from at
least two centres of crustal dilatation, of which only
part of each has been identified as yet: the full
extent of these spreading centres and their possible
point of contact (RRR point) remain to be determined.

A seisaic section in the spreading area (fig. 5)
shows the mrphology of the spreading centre indicated
by its mgnetic signature.

On the basis
we estimate that
longitudes 170" E
14"lO'S dates to
rate of 2.7 "y.

of the magnetic lineations obtained,
the creation of the crust between
and 174'E and latitudes 12"30'S to
about 4 R.Y. with a half-spreading

The Hazel Holme fracture Zone, which trends
diagonally through the study area, appears to be the
boundary between crusts originating fror each of the
two perpendicular spreading centres. 60th these crusts
however seem to be of the sane age, i.e. f r a 4 n.y.
to the present for the area investigated and 5 @.y.
t%r the southern area (Halahoff
1982). It can
therefore be inferred that both these spreading
centres began their activity around the same tiae.

Sone of the mgnetic anomlies are difficult to
identify due to topographic irregularities and faults
affecting the basement which is only 2.5 km deep here.
These superimpose their mgnetic variations on the
field reversal anomalies. Strains exerted by preexisting crustal structures lay also have inhibited
regular spreading in this area. While this can happen
in back-arc basin spreading, it does not happen in the
larger ocean basins because they tend to be
homogeneous over long distances.
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The North Fiji marginal basin would, in this type
opening process, result froa changes in the
relative movements between the Pacific and AustralIndia Plates; the formation of this basin, as of al!
marginal basins in the Southwest Pacific, is in
response to such strains (Lapoui1 le, 19821. Evidence
for change in the relative liovement of the Pacific and
Austral-india Plates is found in the polarity reversal
of the subduction which has lioved fror the Vitiaz
Trench to the Neu Hebrides Trench (Gill and Gorton,
of

INTERPRETATIOU
We have shown the existence of a spreading centre,
situated to the north of, and perpendicular to the one
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1973). The existence of a band of deep earthquakes
parallel to the Vitiaz Trench is evidence of this
ancient subduction (Pascal et al., 1978). Paleoiagnetic ieasurenents on the Hew Hebrides Island Arc
also show a 30" clockwise rotation of the arc since 8
R.Y. (Falvey, 1918).
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COllCLUS laN
The opening of the northwestern part of the North
Fiji Basin could logically have resulted from a
scissors-1 ike spreading extending from a centre
located along the bissector of the angle formed by the
Vitiaz and New Hebrides Trenches, i.e. in the NY-SE
direction. However, the identification of north-south
spreading, segmented by a transform fault with about
20 nautical miles relative displacement, as well as
the previously known east-west spreading, shows the
opening mechanism to be rather more complex. Further
investigations to the north and the west of the area
surveyed so far, are required to obtain a more
complete understanding of the origins of this basin.
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Fig. 4. Bathymetry map ( i s o d e p t h s : 0 and 2 t o 7 k i l o n e t r e s ) of the N o r t h Fiji Basin and magnetic
l i n e a t i o n s ( s o u t h e r n p a r t : from Ralahoff e t a l . , 1982; northern p a r t : this paper ( F i g . 3)).
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Publications i n t h i s serfes of Nates are intended to fnclude
results of l o c a l studies, brief reports dealing w i t h f i e l d
observations, and short sumnarfes and data relevant t o the
aims of CCOP/SOPAC.
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